, for a review). In three experiments, Wheeldon and Lahiri observed that the production-onset latency for fully prepared sentences is a function of the number of phonological words that a sentence comprises when syntactic structure, number of lexical items, and number of syllables are held constant. However, although these experiments demonstrate that the number of phonological words determines the production latency when the utterance is fully prepared, they do not provide evidence on the issue of how much of the speech plan needs to be prepared before articulation is initiated for incompletely planned utterances. A fourth experiment by Wheeldon and Lahiri required on-line sentence production rather than preparation, and compared sentences with clitic and non-clitic phonological words. The results showed that production latency increases with the complexity of the first phonological word in the utterance (i.e., the latencies were larger for the clitic than for the nonclitic utterances). However, as Wheeldon and Lahiri discuss, as their clitic and non-clitic constructions differed in syntactic requirements, it is unclear exactly what aspect of the utterance types caused the increase in production latency. Specific evidence that more than the first segment or syllable needs to be planned before articulation is initiated comes from on-line priming and preparation experiments. Meyer and Schriefers (1991) showed that auditory priming of both initial and non-initial aspects of a word is possible during the planning of its production in picture naming. When begin-related or end-related spoken primes are presented over headphones during the production of a monosyllabic word (e.g., the spoken primes /kaep/ or /haet/ for the target word cat, /kaet/), both primes yield facilitation compared to unrelated primes, which yield interference relative to a control condition with no prime 3 . Moreover, when first-syllable (/met@l/) or second-syllable (/vIl@n/) spoken primes are presented during the production of a disyllabic word (e.g., melon, /mel@n/), both primes yield facilitation too. The magnitude of the priming effect from initial and non-initial primes was the same. When the time between prime and target presentation is manipulated, called the stimulus-onset asynchrony (SOA), the SOA at which the facilitation is first detected differs between the two types of prime. In particular, the onset of facilitation is at a later SOA for non-initial primes than for initial ones. The priming effect for non-initial aspects of the target word and the SOA effect suggest that words are planned sequentially and that articulation is initiated after the complete word has been planned (Roelofs, 1997b) . If articulation were initiated right after planning the first segment or syllable (e.g., after /m/ or /me/ for melon), priming of the second syllable should have no effect on the production onset latency, and no SOA effect should be obtained, contrary to the empirical findings.
Further evidence for the assumption of rightward planning and the phonological word as minimal initiation unit comes from partial-preparation experiments. Meyer (1990 Meyer ( , 1991 asked speakers to produce words out of small sets in response to prompts. The words in the sets were different in form (the heterogeneous sets), or they shared one or more speech segments (the homogeneous sets). Meyer found shorter production latencies in homogeneous than in heterogeneous sets. However, this difference was only obtained when the response words in homogeneous sets shared one or more word-initial segments, but not when they shared word-final segments. For example, a preparation effect was obtained for the beginrelated homogeneous set that included melon, metal, and merit, but not for the end-related homogeneous set that included pocket, ticket, and racket. The magnitude of the preparation effect increased with the number of shared word-initial segments. For example, sharing the first syllable plus the first segment of the second syllable of a disyllabic word yields a larger facilitation effect than sharing the first syllable only. Also, sharing the first two syllables of a trisyllabic word yields a larger effect than sharing the first syllable only. Roelofs (1998) showed that the preparation effect increases even when the shared part crosses a phonological word boundary in small phrasal constructions. These findings suggest that words and small phrases are sequentially planned and that articulation initiation minimally requires that the first phonological word in the utterance has been planned. If articulation were initiated upon completion of the plan for the first segment or syllable, additionally sharing of a later part should not increase the preparation effect, contrary to the experimental findings.
Recently, however, researchers have provided evidence against the claim that the phonological word is the minimal unit for articulation. Left-to-right encoding with the phonological word as minimal unit for articulation initiation predicts that the production onset latencies should be larger for long (e.g., disyllabic) than for short (e.g., monosyllabic) words. However, Bachoud-Lévi, Dupoux, Cohen, and Mehler (1998) failed to find different production latencies for monosyllabic and disyllabic target words in picture-naming experiments in French and English. They concluded that either word forms are not generated sequentially or speakers start articulating before completing the planning of a phonological word. Either way, the theory of Levelt et al. (1999a) would have to be changed. The WEAVER++ model, which implements this theory, predicts a latency difference of 26 ms for the monosyllabic and disyllabic words in the experiments of Meyer (1990 Meyer ( , 1991 and Meyer and Schriefers (1991) , contrary to the findings of Bachoud-Lévi et al.
However, in a replication of the experiments of Bachoud-Lévi et al. (1998) in Dutch, Meyer, Roelofs, and Levelt (1999) did obtain the length effect (of about 30 ms), but only when the materials were blocked for length. When monosyllabic and disyllabic names were mixed, as in the study of Bachoud-Lévi et al., the latencies did not differ significantly. Therefore, Meyer et al. assume, following Lupker, Brown, and Colombo (1997) , that speakers can strategically control the criterion for the initiation of articulation. In the context of the single-versus dual-route debate on oral reading, Lupker et al. found evidence suggesting that a response criterion is optimal when word types are blocked, but suboptimal when word types are mixed. 4 Van der Plaats and Van Galen (1990) observed a similar effect for handwriting between conditions that mixed or blocked word length, and made similar assumptions about a response criterion to account for their observations. Meyer et al. assume that mixing words of different length conceals length effects, which explains why Bachoud-Lévi et al. did not obtain the effect. Schriefers and Teruel (1999) also argue for a strategic control of the response criterion by speakers. They replicated the first-and second-syllable priming effects for single-word production that were observed by Meyer and Schriefers (1991) . However, in examining the effect of spoken primes on producing German sentences like "rosa Tisch" ("pink table"), they observed priming of the first syllable of the first word (ro of rosa) but no priming for the second word (Tisch). For the second syllable of the first word (sa of rosa), Schriefers and Teruel obtained a weak facilitation effect. It appeared that, based on the number of restarts and hesitations, the participants could post hoc be divided into two groups, which differed in their tendency to initiate articulation quickly. The "careful" group showed facilitation for both the first and second syllable of the first word, whereas the "hasty" group (making most restarts and hesitations) showed facilitation for the first syllable only. Schriefers and Teruel concluded that this argues against the phonological word as the fixed, lower limit of planning. Instead, according to them, the findings suggest that speakers can adjust the size of the planning unit, and that planning of the first syllable may suffice. A problem with this conclusion is that it is based on only two relevant target words in the experiment, lila (purple) and rosa (pink), and it remains to be seen whether the findings can be replicated with other words. More importantly, contrary to what Schriefers and Teruel believe, their data appear to be compatible with the assumption of the phonological word as the lower boundary for articulation. Computer simulations showed that WEAVER++ yields no priming effect for second syllables when articulation is initiated upon recovery of the first-syllable motor program (simulating the hasty group) after having fully planned the phonological word representation. With "normal" responding (simulating the careful group), facilitation for both the first and second syllables is obtained. Thus, the difference in priming effect between the careful and hasty groups can be accounted for without assuming that articulation is initiated before completing the full phonological word representation.
This does not mean that the findings from priming (Meyer & Schriefers, 1991; Schriefers & Teruel, 1999) and preparation (Meyer, 1990 (Meyer, , 1991 Roelofs, 1998; Wheeldon & Lahiri, 1997) should be taken as conclusive evidence against the minimalist view. Several network theories assume backward links from segments to words in the speech production lexicon (e.g., MacKay, 1987; but not Dell et al., 1993; Jordan, 1990) . Under this assumption, the auditory second-syllable prime lon may facilitate the production of melon even when articulation is started before the planning of the second syllable. The auditory prime lon activates /l/, /@/, and /n/ in the network, which may spread activation backward to the node for melon, which in its turn may activate forward /m/ and /e/. In this way, the planning of /m/ and /e/ may be facilitated compared to unrelated primes, yielding a priming effect, as observed by Meyer and Schriefers and Schriefers and Teruel. Furthermore, the increase of the preparation effect with the size of form overlap in a response set, observed by Meyer (1990 Meyer ( , 1991 and Roelofs (1998) , may reflect a special strategy of the participants. It may be the case that participants strategically use the shared part (e.g., me in melon, metal, and merit) as unit for the initiation of articulation, and that they stick to the same unit size (i.e., the first syllable) in the heterogeneous condition. That is, on each trial in the homogeneous condition, participants might immediately start articulating the shared part at prompt onset and plan the remainder of a word during articulation of the shared part. For example, in producing melon from the set melon, metal, and merit, they may plan lon during the articulation of me. In heterogeneous sets, this is not possible, of course. Thus, if the shared part is made larger, and the unit size of the shared part of the words determines articulation initiation, then more needs to be planned in heterogeneous sets, and an effect of the size of the shared part will be obtained, as empirically observed by Meyer (1990 Meyer ( , 1991 and Roelofs (1998) . In summary, if one assumes (1) backward links in the production lexicon, and (2) a strategic use of the shared part in response sets as unit size for the initiation of articulation, the findings on priming and preparation are compatible with the minimalist view.
The present experiments tested between the minimalist and the non-minimalist views on the relation between planning and the initiation of articulation. To avoid differential effects of a response criterion, all responses in an experiment were of the same length in terms of number of syllables. To overcome the difficulties with the interpretation of the results from the earlier studies, the experiments tested for the combined effect of preparing early and priming later parts of an utterance. Participants produced utterances out of small sets in response to prompts. The utterances differed in form or shared the first syllable (e.g., the syllable me in melon, metal, and merit), which allowed for preparation of the syllable including the critical first segment. At prompt onset, before or during production planning, auditory syllable primes were presented that matched the second syllable of the targets or not (e.g., lon or tal for melon). Although preparation and priming aim at different serial loci (i.e., in the example, the first and second syllable of the target), their combined effect is predicted to be additive or interactive depending on the theoretical position.
The minimalist view holds that articulation is inevitably initiated right after having planned the first segment. Thus, on the most straightforward account (Dell et al., 1993; Jordan, 1990 ), preparation effects from shared initial syllables should be obtained, but auditory priming of a later syllable should not have an effect. Under the feedback hypothesis, however, priming of later syllables may have an effect, because later segments may activate earlier segments via the backward links. But note that effects of priming a later syllable may not be obtained in the homogeneous condition (with initial overlap, allowing for preparation). If speakers plan the shared segments (e.g., me) before the beginning of a trial (e.g., Santiago et al., 2000, p. 13) and initiate articulation on the basis of this planned syllable, priming of a later syllable (i.e., lon) should have no effect even if feedback exists. Activation of /m/ and /e/ by the prime lon via the feedback loop should have no effect because the initial segments have already been planned (this is assumed to explain the preparation effect). There will then only be an effect of priming in the heterogeneous condition (without overlap between the responses), where initial segments still need to be planned and may be affected by feedback. The same prediction holds under the additional assumption of the special initiation strategy (Assumption 2 earlier). With such a strategy and feedback, preparation effects should increase with the size of overlap, and priming effects may occur but, again, not in the homogeneous condition. Thus, if an effect of preparation is observed but no effect of priming, or an effect of priming only in the heterogeneous condition, then the minimalist view is supported. However, if a preparation effect is obtained, and a priming effect is observed in both the homogeneous and heterogeneous conditions, then the non-minimalist view is supported.
EXPERIMENT 1
Experiment 1 examined the effect of response-set homogeneity and auditory prime relatedness on the production of single words such as melon. It tested whether the combined use of preparation and priming replicates the key findings obtained with the priming and preparation of single-word production discussed earlier. Such a replication of results with a factorial manipulation of priming and preparation would challenge a minimalist view on the relation between planning and articulation. In the experiment, the words had to be produced in homogeneous sets where they shared the first syllable and in heterogeneous sets where there was no overlap. As primes the second syllables of the words were used. A prime corresponded to either a target syllable (the related condition), or a syllable of another word in the response set (the unrelated condition), or no spoken prime was given (the control condition, consisting of a stretch of pink noise). Note that the control condition coincides with the situation in the experiments of Meyer (1990 Meyer ( , 1991 and Roelofs (1996 Roelofs ( , 1997b Roelofs ( , 1998 Roelofs ( , 1999 in that there also no spoken primes were given.
Method

Participants
The participants in all experiments were native speakers of Dutch, who were randomly selected from the pool of participants of the Max Planck Institute. None of the participants took part in more than one experiment. They were paid for their participation. Each experiment was conducted with a different group of 18 participants.
Materials and design
The materials for all three experiments were obtained from the Dutch part of the CELEX lexical data base (Baayen, Piepenbrock, & Gulikers, 1995) . The materials of Experiment 1 consisted of two practice sets and six experimental sets of three word pairs each. The response sets are listed in Table 1 . All prompts and responses were nouns (except for one response, the adjective lening [supple]), because suitable items were easiest to find in this word class. All responses were disyllabic. Each set was tested in a separate block of trials. In three experimental sets (the homogeneous sets), the response words shared the first syllable, and in the remaining three sets (the heterogeneous sets) they were unrelated in form. Thus, in the homogeneous condition, each response word was tested together with other response words with the same first syllable, whereas in the heterogeneous condition, the response words tested together in a block did not share a syllable. The first independent variable-homogeneous versus heterogeneous sets-is called preparation. The same prompt-response pairs were tested in the homogeneous and heterogeneous condition; only their combinations into sets differed.
Each response was combined with three auditory primes. A prime was the second syllable of the target word (related) or the second syllable of another response word in the set (unrelated), or there was no spoken syllable but pink noise (control). The pairing of responses and primes is also listed in Table 1 . The second independent variable-related versus unrelated versus control-is called priming.
Each participant was tested on all sets. The order of the sets was rotated across participants in the following way. One group of 9 participants was first tested on the three homogeneous sets and then on the three heterogeneous sets. For the group of the remaining 9 participants, the order of testing homogeneous and heterogeneous sets was reversed. A different order of the three sets was used for each participant within a group, such that each set was tested once as the first, second, and third set. The homogeneous and heterogeneous sets were tested twice, that is, in two consecutive repetitions of the experimental session.
In a block of trials, each of the three pairs was tested four times in each of the three priming conditions (related, unrelated, control). There were 36 trials within a block. In all experiments, the order of testing the word pairs and primes was random, except that immediate repetitions of pairs and primes were excluded. A different random order was used for each block and each participant.
Procedure and apparatus
In all experiments, the participants were tested individually. They were seated in a quiet room in front of a computer screen (NEC Multisync30) and a microphone (Sennheisser ME40). After the participant had read the instructions, two practice blocks (a homogeneous and a heterogeneous block with the same structure as an experimental block, but with different items) were administered followed by the 12 experimental blocks. In the learning phase before each block, the three pairs of a set were presented on the screen. As soon as the participant indicated having studied the pairs sufficiently, the experimenter started the test phase. The structure of a trial was as follows. First, the participant saw a warning signal (an asterisk) for 500 ms. Next, the screen was cleared for 500 ms, followed by the display of the written prompt for 1500 ms. Upon presentation of the written prompt, the participant produced the corresponding response. For example, when the prompt zaag (saw) appeared on the computer screen, the participant said hamer (hammer) as fast as possible while trying to make no mistake. Simultaneously with prompt onset, an auditory prime was presented over closed headphones. The onset of presentation of the prompt and the prime was the same (i.e., SOA = 0 ms). The asterisk and prompt were presented in white on a black background. Finally, before the start of the next trial there was a blank interval of 500 ms. Thus, the total duration of a trial was 3 s. A Hermac computer controlled the experiment.
The prime syllables were spoken by a female speaker and recorded using a Sony DCT55 DAT recorder. They were digitized with a sampling frequency of 20 kHz and stored on the hard disk of a speech server. For the control condition, a stretch of pink noise was generated having the same duration as the mean duration of the prime syllables. The primes were presented to the participants using Sennheiser MD281N closed headphones. 
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Analyses
For all experiments, the error coding and statistical analyses were the same. After each trial, the experimenter coded the response for errors. Experimental sessions were recorded on audio-tape by a Sony DTC55 DAT recorder. The recordings contained the participant's speech and tones indicating the onset of the prompt (1 kHz) and the moment of the triggering of the voice key (2.5 kHz). The experimenter also heard these tones on each trial (via closed headphones). The experimenter did not hear the auditory primes. The recordings were consulted after the experiment when the experimenter was in doubt about whether a response was fully correct. Four types of incorrect response were distinguished: (1) A participant produced a wrong response; (2) the response exhibited a disfluency-that is, the participant stuttered, paused within the utterance, or repaired the utterance; (3) the voice key was triggered by a non-speech sound (noise in the environment or a smacking sound produced by the lips or tongue); (4) the participant failed to respond within the time-out period of 1500 ms. Incorrect responses were excluded from the statistical analysis of the production latencies.
In all experiments, the production latencies and error rates were submitted to by-participant and byitem analyses of variance with the crossed variables preparation (homogeneous, heterogeneous) and priming (related, unrelated, control) as repeated measures factors. Both factors were tested within participants and within items. For the errors, no main effect or interaction was significant either by participants or by items in any experiment (p > .05). Therefore, the means are reported but not the test statistic s for the error rates. Items were repeated within each block of trials and in two consecutive experimental sessions. Pre-analyses showed that repetition did not interact with the experimental factors in any of the experiments (all ps > .05). Therefore, the results for repetition are not reported. Table 2 gives the mean production latencies, standard deviations, and error percentages as a function of preparation and priming in Experiment 1. The table shows that the words were produced faster in the homogeneous condition than in the heterogeneous condition. Also, the words were produced faster with related primes and without primes than with unrelated primes. Thus, compared to the control condition the effect of priming was one of interference by the unrelated rather than facilitation by the related primes. The effect of prime relatedness was almost the same with (i.e., 617 -590 = 27 ms) and without (i.e., 648 -623 = 25 ms) preparation. Also, the effect of preparation was almost the same with related (i.e., 623 -590 = 33 ms) and unrelated (i.e., 648 -617 = 31 ms) primes. The statistical analyses yielded main effects for preparation, F 1 (1, 17) = 20.62, p < .001; F 2 (1, 8) = 14.65, p < .005, and priming, F 1 (2, 34) = 19.48, p < .001; F 2 (2, 16) = 28.14, p < .001. Preparation and priming did not interact at all, F 1 (2, 34) < 1, p > .87; F 2 (2, 16) < 1, p > .91. Importantly, there was a clear priming effect in the homogeneous condition, F 1 (2, 34) = 8.58, p < .001; F 2 (2, 16) = 10.83, p < .001.
Results and discussion
In sum, the experiment replicated the preparation effect from shared first syllables obtained by Meyer (1990 Meyer ( , 1991 and Roelofs (1996 Roelofs ( , 1997a Roelofs ( , 1998 Roelofs ( , 1999 and the priming effect of spoken second syllables obtained by Meyer and Schriefers (1991) and Schriefers and Teruel (1999) . Most important, the experiment showed that in the context of preparation effects, priming effects are still obtained, and that priming effects are not restricted to the heterogeneous condition (there is a clear priming effect of 27 ms in the homogeneous condition). This argues against the minimalist view.
Of course, accepting that there is no difference in priming effect between the homogeneous and heterogeneous conditions amounts to accepting a null hypothesis. However, the aim of the present study was to see whether one could replicate the priming effect for the homogeneous condition. Having obtained the effect shows that preparation of initial segments does not eliminate priming effects for later segments and involves rejecting the null hypothesis. The fact that the size of the priming effect is constant across the homogeneous and heterogeneous conditions further suggests that preparation of initial segments is entirely irrelevant for the priming effect. Of course, there may be a very small effect that has gone undetected. Empirically, the difference was 2 ms, but it is in the wrong direction for the minimalist models (i.e., the priming effect is larger for the homogeneous than for the heterogeneous condition).
EXPERIMENT 2
Experiment 2 tested the same predictions as those in the Experiment 1, but now with utterances consisting of two phonological words. It examined the effect of response-set homogeneity and prime relatedness on the production of disyllabic responses consisting of monosyllabic verbs and particles. For example, participants had to produce simple imperatives such as "zoek op" [zuk Op] ("look up"). In the experiment, the verb could be prepared or not and the particle could be primed or not. The responses consisted of all nine possible combinations of three verbs and three particles. This means that feedback from a particle to a verb (if it exists) would not particularly favour any of the three verbs, so priming via feedback is excluded. Moreover, as the particle and verb are separate syntactic entities and different morphemes, feedback from the particle to a verb (e.g., from op to zoek) would in any case be much reduced.
The particle and verb of a verb-particle construction each make up an independent phonological word, and together they constitute a small phonological phrase. Phonological words are independent domains of syllabification, and most phonological rules apply within phonological words (Booij, 1995) . Thus, the phonological word is an ideal candidate for the initiation of articulation. If the first segment is the obligatory unit of articulation initiation, priming the second phonological word should yield no facilitation. If facilitation is nevertheless obtained, this would challenge the minimalist view. Furthermore, if the first syllable suffices for initiating articulation (Schriefers & Teruel, 1999) , and a syllable makes up a phonological word, this should much increase the chance that participants initiate articulation upon completion of the speech plan for the first syllable. If effects of priming in the context of preparation are still obtained, this would suggest that more than the first syllable is needed before the initiation of articulation. Such a result for these utterances would suggest that speakers may even plan beyond the first phonological word at the cost of delaying the initiation of articulation.
Evidence for planning beyond the first phonological word would fully agree with the phonological word as minimal unit in WEAVER++. In the model, a phonological word is a minimal but not an obligatory unit. Articulation is not initiated earlier than completion of the phonological word, but it may be initiated later in order to respect the metrical cohesion of the items in phonological phrases, such as in verb-particle constructions (Roelofs, 1998) .
Method
The method was the same as that in Experiment 1. The responses consisted of the nine possible combinations of three verbs and three particles. The verbs were draaien, zoeken, and geven (turn, search, give). The particles were op, af, and uit (on, up, and off). In homogeneous sets, the responses shared the verb, and in heterogeneous sets they did not. The spoken primes corresponded with the particle of the target (the related condition) or the particle of another response in the set (the unrelated condition), or no particle was presented (the control condition). Table 3 lists the materials of the experiment. Table 4 gives the mean production latencies, standard deviations, and error percentages as a function of preparation and priming in Experiment 2. The table shows that the utterances were produced faster in the homogeneous condition than in the heterogeneous condition. Also, the utterances were produced faster with related primes and without primes than with unrelated primes. Thus, again, compared to the control condition the effect of priming was one of interference by the unrelated rather than facilitation by the related primes. The effect of prime relatedness was almost the same with preparation (i.e., 634 -593 = 41 ms) and without (i.e., 730 -684 = 46 ms). Also, the effect of preparation was almost the same with related primes (i.e., 684 -593 = 91 ms) and with unrelated primes (i.e., 730 -634 = 96 ms). The statistical analyses yielded main effects for preparation, F 1 (1, 17) = 42.14, p < .001; F 2 (1, 8) = 170.24, p < .001, and priming, F 1 (2, 34) = 69.91, p < .001; F 2 (2, 16) = 59.53, p < .001. Priming and preparation did not interact, F 1 (2, 34) = 1.32, p > .28; F 2 (2, 16) < 1, p > .41. Importantly, there was a clear priming effect in the homogeneous condition, F 1 (2, 34) = 33.25, p < .001; F 2 (2, 16) = 39.05, p < .001.
Results and discussion
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In sum, the experiment allowed for preparation of a monosyllabic phonological word and priming of a second phonological word. The results show, again, that preparation and priming effects do occur, and that the priming effect is not restricted to the heterogeneous condition (there is a clear priming effect of 41 ms in the homogeneous condition). This argues against the minimalist view on articulation initiation.
EXPERIMENT 3
Experiment 3 tested the same predictions as those in Experiments 1 and 2, again with different participants and materials. In the previous experiments, one syllable could be prepared, and the other was primed. Experiment 3 increased the size of the overlap in homogeneous sets in order to increase the time for the planning of the remainder during articulation. The experiment changed the format of the target utterances to constructions that include cliticizations. Clitics are reduced forms of words such as pronouns, determiners, particles, auxiliary verbs, prepositions, and conjunctions that are phonologically dependent on a host (e.g., Booij, 1995; Levelt, 1989) . For example, the reduced form 's [@s] of the Dutch adverb eens (now) cannot stand alone phonologically, but has to be integrated with a host.
The experiment examined the effect of response-set homogeneity and prime relatedness on the production of trisyllabic responses consisting of a verb-particle construction including the clitic 's [@s], creating utterances such as "zoek 's op" [zu.k@s Op]. Thus, the first phonological word now consists of two syllables rather than one, as it did in Experiment 2. Given that the 476 ROELOFS as a function of preparation and priming in Experiment 2 first phonological word is now longer, there is more time to plan the remaining third syllable during the articulation of the first two syllables. If we still obtain effects of priming in the context of preparation, this would challenge the minimalist view and strongly support the nonminimalist view. Furthermore, such a result would suggest that, even when the first phonological word is disyllabic, a speaker may plan beyond the first phonological word at the cost of delaying the initiation of articulation. Note that by comparing the effects for cliticized utterances only, the experiment remedies the shortcoming of the fourth experiment by Wheeldon and Lahiri (1997) , who compared clitic and non-clitic constructions.
Preparation ---------------------Homogeneous Heterogeneous Total ---------------------------
Method
The materials of the experiment were the same as those of Experiment 2, which were listed in Table 3 , except that the utterances now contained the reduced form of the adverb eens (now), 's [@s], which must be adjoined phonologically to the preceding word. Thus, the participants had to produce, for example, "zoek 's op" [zu.
k@s Op] instead of "zoek op" [zuk Op]. The method was the same as that of the previous experiments.
Results and discussion Table 5 gives the mean production latencies, standard deviations, and error percentages as a function of preparation and priming in Experiment 3. The table shows that the utterances were produced faster in the homogeneous condition than in the heterogeneous condition. Also, the utterances were produced faster with related primes and without primes than with unrelated primes. Again, compared to the control condition the effect of priming was one of interference by the unrelated rather than facilitation by the related primes. The effect of prime relatedness was almost the same with (i.e., 620 -596 = 24 ms) and without (i.e., 752 -727 = 25 ms) preparation. Also, the effect of preparation was almost the same with related (i.e., 727 -596 = 131 ms) and unrelated (i.e., 752 -620 = 132 ms) primes. The statistical analyses yielded main effects for preparation, F 1 (1, 17) = 87.38, p < .001; F 2 (1, 8) = 537.00, p < .001, and priming, F 1 (2, 34) = 52.52, p < .001; F 2 (2, 16) = 20.21, p < .001. Priming and preparation did not interact at all, F 1 (2, 34) < 1, p > .93; F 2 (2, 16) < 1, p > .98. Importantly, there was a clear priming effect in the homogeneous condition, F 1 (2, 34) = 23.87, p < .001; F 2 (2, 16) = 10.27, p < .001. as a function of preparation and priming in Experiment 3 In sum, the experiment allowed for preparation of a disyllabic phonological word and priming of a second phonological word. The results show, again, that preparation and priming effects do occur, and that the priming effect is not restricted to the heterogeneous condition (there is a clear priming effect of 24 ms in the homogeneous condition). This argues against the minimalist view on articulation initiation.
Preparation ---------------------Homogeneous Heterogeneous Total ---------------------------
COMPUTER SIMULATIONS
In all three experiments, preparation and priming yielded main effects, and together their effects were additive. Furthermore, compared to the control condition the effect of priming was one of interference by the unrelated rather than facilitation by the related primes, in agreement with what Meyer and Schriefers (1991) observed in their three experiments for monosyllabic and disyllabic targets and spoken distractors. This was also observed by Schriefers and Teruel (1999) . Whereas the current experimental findings pose difficulty for the minimalist view on the relationship between planning and articulation, they are consistent with the nonminimalist view.
In this section, the WEAVER++ model of speech production is shown to account for the experimental findings, not only for the main effects of priming and preparation but also for their combined effect, and for their effect relative to the control condition. This is demonstrated by discussing a computer simulation of Experiment 2 concerning the production of verb-particle constructions such as "zoek op" ("look up").
WEAVER++ is described in detail in many other places (e.g., Levelt et al., 1999a; Roelofs, 1992 Roelofs, , 1993 Roelofs, , 1996 Roelofs, , 1997a Roelofs, , b, 1998 Roelofs, , 1999 Roelofs & Meyer, 1998) . Relevant for this study, the model assumes that word forms are represented in a network that is accessed by spreading activation. The segments of words are activated in parallel but are selected from "left to right" in order to construct phonological words. For example, in planning "zoek op", the /z/, /u/, /k/, /O/, and /p/ are simultaneously active, but /z/ is selected before the /u/, and so forth. Articulation is not initiated before the first phonological word is ready. Planning may even go beyond the first phonological word in the utterance in order to respect the metrical cohesion of the items in small phonological phrases, such as the verb-particle constructions in Experiments 2 and 3 (see Roelofs, 1998 , for discussion and converging evidence).
In the simulation, the homogeneous response sets consisted of "zoek op", "zoek af", and so forth. Recombining the responses of different homogeneous sets created the heterogeneous sets. As primes the final syllables of the utterances (i.e., the particle syllables af, op, and uit) were used. The prime corresponded either to a target syllable (e.g., op for "zoek op", the related condition) or to a syllable of another utterance in the response set (e.g., af for "zoek op", the unrelated condition), or no prime was given (the control condition). The critical items were embedded in a network of 50 words randomly selected from the CELEX lexical database (no embedding produced the same simulation outcomes). Advance knowledge about the form of the response was simulated by completing the morphological, phonological, and phonetic encoding of the utterance as far as possible before the beginning of a trial. A spoken prime was simulated by sequentially providing external input to the network. For example, spoken [O] in the prime op activated the segment node /O/ in the network, and [p] activated the /p/ node. The parameters for WEAVER++ that fit Experiment 2 were identical with fits of the model to various other sets of data (see Roelofs, 1992 Roelofs, , 1993 Roelofs, , 1996 Roelofs, , 1997b Roelofs & Meyer, 1998) . To fit the six data points of the priming (related, unrelated, control) by preparation (homogeneous, heterogeneous) cells, only one free parameter was used, namely a constant that was added to the word-form encoding latencies of WEAVER++ to obtain the absolute production times. Figure 1 shows the results of the simulations. As can be seen, the model yields main effects of preparation and priming, and together the effects are additive, as empirically observed. Furthermore, compared to the control condition, the effect of priming is one of interference by the unrelated rather than facilitation by the related prime, which also corresponds to the empirical results. Thus, the model captures the empirical findings.
Related primes yield facilitation compared to unrelated primes but not compared to the control condition with no spoken primes, both empirically and in the model. (For an extensive discussion of why this is the case in the model, see Roelofs, 1997b .) In short, a prime like op for "zoek op" not only facilitates the second syllable of the target (op) but also competes with the first syllable (zoek). The net result is the same as that obtained with presenting no prime. However, an unrelated prime like af competes with both the first (zoek) and the second syllable (op) of the target. Thus, relative to related primes and no prime, unrelated primes will yield interference, and related primes will yield "facilitation" compared to unrelated primes.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
In summary, the three experiments have shown that preparation and priming yield main effects and that together these effects are additive.
5 Most important, a priming effect is obtained even in the homogeneous condition. In contrast to Schriefers and Teruel (1999) , who found a weak priming effect for second syllables and no effect for third syllables (for their two critical items), the present experiments did observe priming effects for second and third syllables (with nine items and more participants, and hence more power), even when they were part of the second phonological word. In the current experiments, priming and preparation effects were obtained when the primed and prepared syllables came from the same phonological word (Experiment 1) and when they came from different phonological words (Experiments 2 and 3). Also, priming and preparation effects were obtained when the preparable part was increased so that there was more time for the planning of the remainder during articulation of the prepared part (Experiment 3).
In all three experiments, the effect of priming was, compared to the control condition, one of interference by the unrelated rather than facilitation by the related primes (exactly as observed by Schriefers, 1991, and Teruel, 1999) . Given that the primes hampered responding, or at best, made no difference compared to no prime, it would have been a good strategy for participants to initiate articulation before planning the primed syllable. However, the results from all three experiments suggest that they could not adopt this avoidance strategy, but that initiation of articulation depended on planning the primed syllable, even when this was detrimental to the speed of performance.
Furthermore, the finding of interference by the unrelated primes rather than facilitation by the related primes, compared to no prime, suggests that the priming effect is not due to a conflict between a semantic cue provided by the prompt (pointing to one response) and the prime (pointing to another response). If priming were due to such a conflict, one would expect facilitation of a related prime relative to no prime, because a related prime points to the correct response, whereas there is no such help in the absence of a prime. If an unrelated prime is effective in indicating the wrong direction (as the conflict hypothesis assumes), a related prime should be effective in indicating the right direction. However, facilitation of related primes compared to no prime is not observed, which suggests that the priming effect is not due to a conflict between "cues" provided by the prompt and the prime.
Alternatively, auditory priming effects might perhaps reflect priming of "lemma retrieval" for production rather than word-form encoding. Verb-particle constructions such as "zoek op" ("look up") comprise two lemma nodes at the syntactic level, corresponding to the verb and the particle (Roelofs, 1998) . Thus, for example, the spoken particle op may activate the lemma of op, thereby speeding up its selection. Although it cannot be excluded that priming of lemma retrieval has contributed to the effects in Experiments 2 and 3, it cannot account for the full effect because it leaves the effect in Experiment 1 unexplained, where the targets were simple words. The effect sizes of priming in Experiments 1 and 3 were similar (i.e., about 25 ms). However, the targets in Experiment 1 were single monomorphemic words such as melon, whereas the targets in Experiment 3 were particle verbs. Given the importance of word onsets in the spoken-word recognition process (e.g., Marslen-Wilson & Zwitserlood, 1989) , it is unlikely that the lemma of the target melon will be activated to a high degree as part of the spoken cohort established by the prime lon. Studies of spoken-word recognition have shown that when the initial segments of a spoken prime and a target differ in more than two phonological features (such as voicing), no priming is observed (e.g., Connine, Blasko, & Titone, 1993; Marslen-Wilson, Moss, & van Halen, 1996; Marslen-Wilson & Zwitserlood, 1989) . For example, Allopenna, Magnuson, and Tanenhaus (1998) observed in an eye-tracking study that hearing collar had little effect compared to hearing dolphin on the probability of fixating a dollar presented as a visual target object. Given these findings in the literature, one expects much less activation (if any at all) of melon by the spoken prime lon than of up by the prime up, but the magnitude of the effect was the same for both types of prime. This suggests that the observed priming effects reflect priming of form encoding for production.
The observation of a priming effect in the homogeneous condition in all three experiments poses a challenge to minimalist theories of the relation between speech planning and the initiation of articulation. For example, MacKay's (1987; Santiago et al., 2000) NST assumes that words are planned via a tree traversal process that operates in a sequential top-down and leftto-right fashion. The initial syllable of a word is planned before its non-initial syllables, and within a syllable initial segments are planned before non-initial segments. Planning the leftmost, bottom-most node (i.e., the first segment) determines the initiation of articulation. This theory may account for preparation effects by assuming that "sequential decisions can be executed in advance, during the preparation time" (Santiago et al., 2000, p. 13) . However, because in the homogeneous condition, the critical first segment has already been planned and would trigger articulation, auditory priming of later syllables should not affect production onset latencies. Also, articulation initiation immediately after having planned the first segment fails to explain why the auditory priming effect has the same magnitude in the condition with prepared (homogeneous) and unprepared (heterogeneous) initial segments, as observed in the current experiments. For the same reason, the current findings pose difficulty for the minimalist PDP models of Jordan (1990) and Dell and colleagues (Dell et al., 1993) .
Whereas in the PDP models of Jordan (1990) and Dell and colleagues (Dell et al., 1993) , articulation is by design initiated when the features of the first segment have become activated, adopting articulatory buffering would seem to be compatible with NST, although Santiago et al. (2000) explicitly argued against it. Articulation may then be initiated when the buffer contains a phonological word or more rather than the initial segment or syllable. However, adopting these modifications for NST amounts to adopting a non-minimalist position, like that advocated in the current study.
Whereas the current findings pose a challenge to minimalist theories, they are fully compatible with theories that assume that the initial syllable is merely an optional unit (e.g., Schriefers & Teruel, 1999) and theories that assume that the lower limit for articulation is the phonological word (e.g., Levelt et al., 1999a) . This latter view is implemented in the WEAVER++ model of speech production (e.g., Levelt et al., 1999a; Roelofs, 1992 Roelofs, , 1993 Roelofs, , 1996 Roelofs, , 1997a Roelofs, , 1999 . The model simulated the experimental findings, not only the main effects of priming and preparation but also their combined effect. In WEAVER++, the initiation of articulation occurs not earlier than completion of the construction of a phonological word, but the encoder may occasionally opt for a larger unit, for example, to respect the metrical cohesion of the items in a phonological phrase (Roelofs, 1998) . After all, the task of the form encoder is to generate a pronounceable articulatory programme for the whole utterance and not to maximize the speed of responding per se (see Levelt, 1989 , for an extensive discussion of this point).
The current study concentrated on spoken-word production in picture naming and related tasks, such as the preparation task used in Experiments 1-3. The issue of planning and articulation initiation has also been investigated within the context of translating from spelling to sound in oral reading. Kawamoto, Kello, Jones, and Bame (1998) tested between initial segment and whole-word criteria for articulation initiation in reading words. Participants had to read aloud words with regular versus irregular vowel pronunciations (e.g., pump vs. pint). The results were equivocal: Response onset latencies were longer for irregularly than for regularly spelled words (as predicted by the whole-word criterion), but initial-segment pronunciation durations were also longer for the words with irregular spellings (as predicted by the initialsegment criterion), although this duration effect was not always reliable by items. According to Kawamoto et al., these results suggest that some readers might be using the whole-word criterion, whereas others use the initial-segment criterion, or that the criteria vary between trials. Kawamoto (1999) conjectured that an initial-segment criterion might explain the results from the preparation paradigm. As discussed by Levelt, Roelofs, and Meyer (1999b) , there are several problems with this proposal. Most relevant in the current context is that Kawamoto's proposal fails to explain the finding that the preparation effect increases when more segments are shared (Meyer, 1990 (Meyer, , 1991 , even when the shared part crosses a phonological word boundary (Roelofs, 1998) . Furthermore, Meyer (1990 Meyer ( , 1991 observed no difference in pronunciation durations between preparation conditions, but only an effect on articulation onset latency. Finally, Kawamoto's proposal fails to explain the current findings.
To conclude, the findings from Experiments 1-3 suggest that articulation is not inevitably initiated when the first segment has been planned. The findings from Experiment 1 further suggest that the unit for articulation initiation may be as large as the phonological word. In addition, the results from Experiments 2 and 3 suggest that speakers may even plan beyond the first phonological word in utterances at the cost of a delay in the initiation of articulation, showing that the phonological word is also not an obligatory unit for articulation initiation.
